
The newest color in the KOHLER family of neutrals, Dune represents the natural progression from White to cooler tones. This refreshing new color creates a stunning canvas inviting imaginative design – perfect for homeowners for whom every design choice matters.
Dune whispers in rooms where White would shout.

Front to back, Dune (NY), White (0), Biscuit (96), Almond (47) and Ice Grey (95)
Memoirs, pedestal lavatories with Stately design K-2268-8-NY and Vintage, freestanding bath K-700-NY, all in Dune.
Whitehaven™ Self-Trimming™ undercounter sink with 9" apron in Dune K-6489-NY
Dune. Ideal for the kitchen or bathroom.

A natural alternative to White, Dune pairs well with trend-leading surfaces and finishes – and can change the mood of any kitchen or bathroom with its subtle, yet richly visible, effect.

Dune is precisely color-matched across materials so fixtures can be seamlessly paired in the same room.

It’s available on more than 1,500 kitchen and bath fixtures for complete design solutions.

It is also priced identical to other Full Line colors for an easy way to add subtle color without overwhelming your kitchen or bath space.
The Family of Neutrals

Sometimes a subtle variation can make a remarkable impact. That's especially true with the KOHLER palette of neutral tones. Crisp, pure White stands at the center of our neutral palette. From White, one can flow seamlessly into the warm, beige tones of Biscuit and Almond, or into the cool, serene tones of Dune and Ice Grey.